affects the amount of emphasis each note and motive receives, subtleties for which the performer bears the ultimate responsibility.
The organ, harpsichord, clavichord, and piano have quite different articulative characteristics as a result of their kinds of action. Dis-9 : cays precipitously. The clavichord affords a more controlled attack -3 : * than the organ or harpsichord, a continuing control and possibility of altering the sound (by changing the pressure of the tangent against the string) while the note is held, flexible dynamics, and an ease of cantabile playing. These aspects led many 18th-century German musicians to recommend it above the harpsichord to arrive at an awareness of "good performance."1 The piano possesses the virtues of the clavichord except for continued control of the sound after a note is played, and, of course, a much fuller sound.
Sixteenth Century
Prior to 1600 non-legato playing seems to have been the norm for secular music, much of which was dance-based, although notes grouped in ligatures were likely played legato. Girolamo Diruta contrasted the legato and non-legato assumed to be indigenous to the organ and harpsichord re~pectively.~ On both of these dynamically inflexible instruments a note or beat could be emphasized by means of dissonance, a thicker texture, an ornament, or a preceding silence, or de-emphasized by "overholding" the previous note to cover a fresh attack. Ornaments as agents of articulation on both instruments predated the introduction of specific articulative signs.
Seventeenth Century
Signs specific to articulation began to appear in keyboard music in the 17th century-often in conjunction with ornamental note groups-but were not an expected and well-defined part of the notation until the late 18th ~e n t u r y .~ The occasional slurs and staccatos should be removed . . . and in their place this small slur should be used." (Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum, 3 vols., 16 14-16 19; [facs., Kassel: Barenreiter, 19781, Vol. Ill, Pt. 11, p. 29.) . 
Denkmder deutscher Tonkunst

Early and Mid-Eighteenth Century
requent analogies between rhetoric an tion of music as declamation, slurs (from half a beat to one me at the level of decorative figures and o bar line. With few exceptions even t meant to be articulated-if only with a hard consonant-which provided emphasis for the first note, w was usually coordinated with the metrical accentuation. The note, on the other hand, could lose staccato signs were the stroke, or w engraved music). Although French gate inequality, those outside Franc indication for staccato. Portato, interpretation varied according to involved, was universally indicate "Ordinary" movement still rested on a subtle non-legato for muc the common secular repert~ire.~ But despite the importance of no legato touch, some composers stressed legato playing relative early.9 Tempo also affected articulation, as in the contrast betwe the "crisp" allegro and the "cantabile" adagio styles. Motives we given contrasting articulations depending on their melodic (conjun vs. disjunct) and rhythmic design, allowi E.g. Johann Mattheson, Der vollkommene 39, Pt. 11, 309; Chaps. 6, 9 ; Johann Philipp Kirnberg "Instrumentalmusik," in Joha Kunste, 2 vols. (Leipzig, 1771, 1774 slurs over accompaniment patterns or passage-work in 18th-and early 19th-century music should be joined.14
Nineteenth Century
Beethoven's handling of articulation and texture goes considerably beyond that of earlier composers. He contrasted articulative styles, often in close proximity, and brought new dimensions to the notion of melodic flow. His occasional use of ten. [tenuto] reminds us that unmarked notes were often still played non-legato. Notes or chords so marked frequently contrast with staccato notes-usually of a shorter value-in the same voice (e.g. Trio, op. 112li) or in a different part of the texture (e.g. Variations, op. 35, var. 15; Sonata, op. 7lii) . The interplay between unmarked, legato, and staccato quarter notes is important in the coda of the Trio, op. 1/3/iv. Another favorite device was the juxtaposition of staccato notes with unmarked notes of the next smaller value separated by rests of that value (e.g. Sonata, op. 10/2/i, 8th and 16th notes; Sonata, op. 47liilvar. 4), or even between unmarked repeated 8th notes and portato 16th notes and rests (e.g. Trio, op. 112lii). These and other passages with similarly sensitive articulation (e.g. Sonata, op. 90lill-8) require tempos that allow the distinctions to be heard.
Legato was gradually adopted as the basic keyboard touch, although in a letter of 1825 Schubert still described the "accursed chopping in which even distinguished pianoforte players indulge."1s Slurs demarcating complete phrases or phrase members became more frequent and composers often mixed short articulative with longer phrasing slurs, or even used a longer slur over a short one, which reduces the effect of the latter. During the course of the period, as the musical aesthetic leaned toward less articulated, more diffuse sounds, the developments in piano and organ building led to a diminished articulative quality for the attack of a note. On pianos the thicker strings, more heavily padded felt hammers, and gradual increase in size and tension of instruments created a tone with a less noticeably marked attack, a slow "blooming" of the sound, and a l4 Concerning the latter see Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School, Op. 500, 3 vols. (1839) And Donald Martino, representative of the highly detailed scoring of the second half of this century wrote:
I attempt as best I can to notate all necessary nuances-but a mechanistic reproduction is furthest from my mind! . . . If I take great care with notation, I do not destroy musical expression; I reveal to the performer the kind of musical expression that I intend.23
The diversity of acoustical conditions encountered in performing venues has also necessitated that players adjust the degrees of articulation for the sake of clarity. Most recently sophisticated synthesizers offer complete control of all articulative nuances.
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